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WHAT’S A GUNSTOCKER’S PLANE?
By Jack Whelan
Although my unabridged dictionary
made, or were made by modifyhas no entry for it, a list of old
ing other types. The diameter of
occupations defines "Gun Stocker"
the cutting edge ranges from 1/8
as one who carves gun stocks from
to 9/16 inch. The only makerwood and fits them to the metal
marked example I am aware of is
parts of the gun. The name "gunHerb Kean's Mockridge and
stocker's plane" appears in a clasFrancis, shown in Fig.2. I would
sic 1924 rifle book1. The name is
be glad to learn of others.
If it is used in the same manlisted in Salaman2 without illustraner as a full round, the gunstocktion, and in Whelan3. One is barely
er's plane cuts the same
visible in a photograph of an early
profile. Either type of
gunshop4, the tools of which were
plane would make the
reported to now be in the Ohio
State Museum. Aside from these, Figure 1–The front profile of various gunstocker’s planes. same groove in the gunstock. (In fact, a
only the Perch reference5 has been
Mutter full round was included in a gunstockfound in the tool literature on Gunstocker's planes. None of
er's kit of scrapers offered on the interthese offer information on their function. The voluminous
net.) But there are other uses for full
literature on rifle making undoubtedly adds more, but has
rounds which disqualifies restrictyielded so far little help on how these planes were used.
ing their name to "gunstockThere were many plane varieties used by gunstockers,
er's".If the purpose of the plane
but plane collectors seem to have settled on restricting the
type shown here was to cut this
name to one particular style (Fig.1)described by Perch in
Figure 2 –
half-circle in a rifle stock to pro19865. This plane is a variation of the "full round" plane. It
Mockridge &
vide bedding for a cylindrical rifle
differs by extending the circular arc of the cutting edge
Francis gunstocker’s
plane. Note that the cutbarrel, the extended arc would
beyond a half-circle, with corresponding indentation of the
ter is placed far forward
serve no purpose. Obviously, there
plane stock.
then common round planes.
was another objective - in particular
Gunstocker's planes are not common. I've acquired
since none of the planes seen would cut a groove large
every example I could in a quarter century of collecting.
enough to accept a normal rifle barrel.
All five are shown in Fig.1. They were all either user
Continued on page 10
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President’s Corner
his spring has been a fantastic time for antique tools. Of course
every weekend is filled with suspense of the treasures to be
found at the flea markets and yard sales. For the early bird
there is always something to make the trip worthwhile. Of course
some days are better than others. I keep the expectations simple as
even some of the simpler tools overlooked by some collectors hold
hidden secrets. It was that way recently. While digging thru a tool box,
an old folding ruler that was faded caught my eye. It looked like an
early Stanley and the price of $5 was hard to argue with. When I got it
home I quickly set to gently cleaning it with fine steel wool. I was
shocked to find the A. STANLEY mark that preceded the Stanley Rule
& Level Co. rules. Of course this does not happen often but that find
will spur me on for at least a few more months of hunting.
In April I set out for New Hampshire on a Wednesday after work
for the Donnelly Auction in Nashua. Now I know the auction starts on
Friday but I have found in past years that the dealers are getting there
earlier every year. That coupled with a rainy forecast for Friday and
Saturday led me to believe that Thursday’s tailgating would be lively. I
got there at sunrise and the action escalated quickly and lasted for
most of the morning. Friday’s and Saturday’s auctions had plenty to
keep me busy and I was happy to fill a large box with tools for the
ride back to New Jersey.
Now I was cautious in Nashua not to spend all my money because I
knew there were many fine tools in the CRAFTS auction two weeks
later. The CRAFTS auction started with a fair amount of tailgaters but
not as many as last year. Thus the dealers that did set up had plenty
of action. I was very happy to find an Emerson Patent handsaw made
by the American Saw Co. of Trenton NJ. I have been looking for one to
complete my research article on this company for more than a year.
The auction started with a full crowd. There was a good mix of dealers
and collectors bidding to keep the action interesting. Some tools went
lower than what I expected but then again some also went for a lot
more than I expected. It always seems to be a crapshoot as to what
will happen at the CRAFTS auction. In the end people went home with
new treasures that will replace the tools they entered into the auction
that they no longer wanted.
In early July you will get a dues notice for CRAFTS. We have
worked hard to keep the yearly dues at $15. This is quite a bargain for
the newsletter alone. But we also hold four meetings a year with great
presentations for all to attend for free. That coupled with our picnic
and auction makes the $15 dues a good deal. In August you will also
receive a picnic notice. Ken and Annette Vliet are already planning for
this event. I am sure it will be a fine day of tailgating, antique tool displays and fine country style food. We will also have a guest presenter
this year to fill in your spare time before lunch. Plan on attending and
reacquaint yourself with some friends. After all that is what this club
is all about – hanging out with others who like you, like old tools. 

T

February 2010 CRAFTS Meeting by Bob Garay

Historical Tinsmithing
Presenter – Mark Hammond
t was an unusually beautiful day in February for a
CRAFTS meeting. After a few hours of tailgating, members
gathered
inside to attend the
presentation by Mark
Hammond
on
H i s t o r i c a l
Tinsmithing. Mark
has been tinsmithing
for about 10 years
after inheriting his
grandfather’s tools.
Tinsmithing metal is
a thin sheet of iron
coated with tin. He
started with a course
at Landis Valley and
has studied with several masters. He demonstrates at a number of historic
areas. His special interest is hand techniques and the
impact of the transition to machines. He works in an old
shop that is owned by
an elderly lady that
had tinsmiths for
many
generations
working there. The
lady wanted to preserve the shop and
learn how the craftsmen worked. Thus
Mark is able to preserve the tradition of
the shop while practicing his craft.
Tinsmithing
in
America dates back
to Colonial times.
Early craftsmen like
Shem Drowne was
known for hammered weather vanes made from recycled
copper and tin in Massachusetts about 1740. The
Patterson brothers, William & Andrew set up business in
Berlin, CT. They made tin cups, pie pans, milk pails, and
different size pots. After their first year, they hired tin peddlers to travel down the East Coast with horse drawn carts
loaded with their shiny “poor man’s silver”. A good tinsmith
could easily support 50 families with wares.
Tools of the colonial tinsmith were simple hand tools,
many made by the smith himself or the village blacksmith.

I

Tools would include tin snips for small cuts, or large shears
anchored to a work bench for larger cuts. The forming
tools would include, small iron anvils, wooden forms, hollows carved into tops of white oak stumps. Iron, wood and
rawhide hammers were used to flatten the metal or to bend
it by tapping the tinplate over a wood or metal form.
Punches, pinchers and files were used in the completion of
an item made.
Tin could not be forge welded because of the tinplating.
So soldering was the technique of joining two pieces of tinplate together. Brushing on a rosin flux on the edges that
would be joined
so that the heat
would not oxidize
the tin, the tinsmith would use
a copper iron
heated in a small
charcoal stove to
melt and flow the
solder into the
pieces
being
joined,
fusing
them together. The item would then be polished, painted or
japanned, depending on its final use.
When tinplate was finally produced in America in the
early 1800’s, the products of the tinsmith became more
widely available. They in turn saw an increase in demand
and a need to speed up production. This brought about the
development of many ingenious hand powered machines
which sped up production and helped the tinsmith meet the
demands for his products. During the 1840’s, manufacturers
like Dover manufactured pre-made parts that could easily be
assembled. Mark discussed much of this information while
demonstrating
techniques and
machines of the
craft. His final
product was a
Civil War era
drinking cup. He
made it look so
easy, as he folded, rolled and
beaded the tin
into a cup. It
was very interesting and I am sure members attending were as amazed as
I was to see the skill he easily demonstrated. 
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April 2010 CRAFTS Meeting by Dave Nowicki

Shaker Boxes
Presenter – Dave Fegley
f you asked a group of people what item
comes to mind when they think about the
Shakers, I would bet that the majority
would say Shaker boxes. Those oval boxes
have become almost iconic in their association
with the Shakers, and it’s not difficult to see
why. They are made of common utilitarian
woods. They are very functional and come in a variety of
sizes, handy for storing anything but liquids. When not in
use, the graduated sizes can be stored in a nesting fashion, one inside the other or, if one chose, stacked one on
top of the other in a decidedly un-Shaker like decorative
fashion, almost like a sculpture.
Our speaker for the April meeting, Dave Fegley, was
going to demonstrate for us the craft of making Shaker
boxes. Dave is from the Lehigh Valley in Pennsylvania and
comes from a family of commercial furniture makers who
worked in the Allentown, PA
area and is probably where
he gained his interest in
woodworking. Having a small,
11ft. by 14 ft. workshop
allows him to

I

build mostly small projects and
Shaker box-making fits right in
with the scale of his shop. In
1995 Dave took a day and a half
course in box-making from John
Wilson, who is legendary among
Shaker box-makers. And the rest as
they say is history. Dave and his wife, who is a weaver, are
members of the Pennsylvania Guild of Craftsmen and he
sells his boxes at guild shows and local craft shows. Dave
gave a concise overview of the Shaker religion and its activity in the United States from its inception in the 1774 by Ann
Lee up to the handful of members still active today.

THE REQUIRED TOOLS:
The kit of tools necessary to build boxes is relatively small.
In addition to a few chisels, a block plane a small hammer,
an egg beater drill, “the original cordless drill”, as Dave
likes to call it, a band saw, a common electric drill, a disk
sander and some sandpaper. Dave buys most of his material already thicknessed and sanded because he doesn’t have
the equipment necessary to produce it. Dave buys his materials from John Wilson (The Home Shop, 406 E. Broadway,
Charlotte, MI 48813, 517-543-5325) also at shakerovalbox.com John Wilson even makes the copper tacks on
machinery he bought from the W.W.Cross Nail Co. when it
ceased production in 1991. As Dave says, “the cost of the
material from John is very reasonable.”

THE PREPARATION:

Bending the band around the form.
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The box Dave was going to make for us was a number 5 size
(6 1/2 in. X 9 1/2 in), using cherry for both bands as well as
the top and bottom boards. The Shakers used mostly maple
for their bands and white pine for the top and bottom
boards and the box was usually painted. Normally Dave
works in batches of five boxes at a time because, for him,
time is money. Also, the material he buys is not ready to go.
He still has to cut and shape the bands which are dependent upon the size of the box. He has to cut the fingers on
the ends of the bands as well as drill the holes for the copper tacks used to fasten the bands together. The fingers are
beveled to about 10 degrees on their edges with an X-ACTO
knife. Dave cuts them on a piece of glass to insure a precise
cut and reduce the chance of tearout. Next the inside of the
end of the band is tapered or feathered with a block plane
for about an inch or inch and a half. This allows the band to
mate with the fingers without a bulge at the overlap.
The bands are soaked in hot water prior to bending.
According to Dave the temperature of the water needs to be

hot but he doesn’t look for a specific temperature. To heat
the water Dave uses a rectangular copper box, which is
long enough and wide enough to accommodate the size of
the wood he is soaking. It sits on a hot plate which is used
as the heat source. When the water is ready, the bands are
placed in the container and covered for about 15 to 20 minutes depending upon the thickness. Because of the way the
wood grows, one side of the band usually bends better than
the other. To determine which side of the band is going to
be on the inside, the bands are flexed. A trick Dave learned
from John Wilson is to flex the band on each side and listen
for a slight ticking or cracking which is the sound of the
wood fibers beginning to separate. When you hear the ticking sound, that side is marked as the inside. Sometimes no
sound is heard and it won’t make any difference which way
the wood is bent.

Cleaning up the edge of the band with a block plahe.

THE PROCESS:
To shape the bands the wood is bent around a form. A form
is a piece of softwood that has been shaped to the same
dimensions as the inside of a finished box. There is a separate form used for each box size. Bands must be taken from
the hot water and in one quick action bent around the forms
while holding the fingers securely to avoid splitting the
band. Where the band overlaps a pencil mark is made so
that when removing the form and tacking the band together the correct size is maintained. Copper tacks are inserted in the previously drilled holes and then hammered on an
anvil which, in this case, is a piece of 2 inch steel pipe held
securely to the bench. The tacks are driven through the fingers and tapered end of the band and are just long enough
to hit the anvil which forces the point back up into the inside
of the band in a clenching action. According to Dave, on
original Shaker boxes you will see that there is an amazing
uniformity in the placement of tacks, both in line with each
other and how well centered they are on each finger. The
shapers are just softwood with a 10 degree edge bevel
which allows them to be forced into the band. Two shapers
are used for the body. Shapers are used to hold the form
together while it dries for 24 hours. The top band is formed
around the body and marked at the overlap. This is only a
reference mark. The lid band does not use a shaper but

instead uses the body of the box for its form. The fit of
Dave’s boxes is snug but not so tight that they won’t come
apart easily. After 24 hours the forms can be separated
from the boxes and the top and bottom boards are prepared.
The bands are the templates for the top and bottom boards.
The boards are marked with a pencil and then roughly cut
out on a bandsaw. With a disk sander tilted to a 2 degree
angle the tops and bottoms are sanded to the reference line.
This is the most tedious part of the assembly process
because it has to be extremely accurate in order for the top
and bottom to fit correctly. You are looking for a snug pressfit. It is very easy to take too much off which makes for a
sloppy fit. The top edge of each band is then planed flush
with the top or bottom boards. The bands are attached to
the top and bottom boards with wood pegs. There is no glue
used unless, as Dave said, “there is a manufacturing
defect”. When drilling the holes for the pegs Dave uses a
home-made jig attached to an electric drill. Dave uses
toothpicks for his pegs. He buys square bodied toothpicks
by the box and bandsaws the box in two, That way he gets
double the number of pegs. Finally, the pegs are tapped
home and the excess is cut off with a pair of diagonal pliers, the kind that are used to cut wire. A shallow gouge is
used to clean up the remainder of the pegs.This is followed
by hand sanding and finishing. Two basic finishes are used ,
a sanding sealer followed by either a latex paint or a waterbased polyurethane. The process is basically the same for
each box size. The largest sizes (11 and 12) require two
people to bend the bands because they are five or more feet
long. Dave admitted that he doesn’t sell many of the large
boxes because of the price.
However, Dave did show us one size 11 box that’s definitely not for sale. It’s the one in the amazing picture below.
That’s Dave’s grandson Evan inside. Evan was a little more
than six pounds when this photo was taken by Dave’s sisterin-law. Dave and his wife Carolee, a weaver, belong to the
PA guild of craftsmen and sell their Traditional Crafts in
Wood and Fiber under their company name, Stony Oak
Hollow, Inc. 

Dave’s grandson Evan asleep in a size 11 box.
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HOW DIFFICULT
CAN IT BE
TO BORE
A HOLE?
By FRANK KOSMERL
The first item pictured here is a boring
bit that could possibly redefine the concept of complicated tool. The one inch
diameter cutter head has two cutting
flutes and two nickers. As that is turned
clockwise by the central drive shaft, two
six headed cutters rotate counterclockwise just beneath the forward cutter. The
lead cutter removes the bulk of the wood, and
the two side cutters clean out the corners to leave a
perfectly square one inch hole. On the two sides
between the side cutters, a stationary nicker
disk is fixed with a screw, which I have to
guess just cleans that part of the hole flat
to the side cutter limits. All shavings are
pushed by the side cutters into the frame
of the whole piece, and a spiral shaft carries them out of the hole and are discharged through the open window. “Made
by the Pearl Square Auger Mfg. Co., New
York USA / Patented Oct. 3 ‘93, Aug. 11, ‘96,
June 18, ‘98”. There is a lot of machining going on here,
and what a piece of work to be sure!
There is more to the common spiral bit of which most
wood butchers are aware. The first of these essential tools,
patented by Ezra L’Hommedieu on July 31, 1809, were fabricated from flat iron, heated to that cherry red, and twisted to form the spiral. A steel cutting flute and gimlet
lead screw was added at the business end, and
a self feed action and shaving discharge were
now part of the process. Much quicker production was achieved later on by forming
the spirals in dies where the whole shape
was practically formed in a flash of a heavy
hammer press.
The second picture is of a possible intermediate step of progress. It is of a large 3”
diameter bit made by D. R. Barton of
Rochester, N.Y. It is a remarkable piece of
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blacksmithing, dating from
before the Civil War, based on the
stamp type. In a design to keep this
bit working much longer than the
ordinary for heavy work, a steel nicker
was made to slide into a dovetail slot
machined into both sides of the bit perimeter.
These nickers are identical to the type you would see on
a rabbet plane or dado. This size bit was of the type possibly used to bore chain holes in river
log drive containment logs, or for
some millwright task.
The third example is
probably the prettiest
auger bit that you will ever
see. The main body of the bit is
made of brass or bronze. The
head of this 1 1/2” bit is massive
in thickness, of 1 1/4” at the
thickest. To the end of this mass
is fitted a steel single flute cutting head with
a fine lead screw. The 1 1/4” nicker blade fits in
a double headed slot, like a full box in a molding
plane. A screw is accessible from the business end
to move the nicker up or down to
regulate. The brass shaft
appears to be cast over the
steel cutter head. There
is no ID mark on this
bit, which is a pity- it is
a marvel to hold and
ponder over. It was held
in a custom wood holder,
hung on a wall. I don’t know if
it was a display sample or just
made up by a previous collector. It is a
beautiful tool; but I haven’t yet figured
what improvement this had over the standard twist bit of steel. 

Frederick Dallicker — Planemaker
By Joe Hauck

Most plane collectors in the New Jersey and Pennsylvania
area are familiar with the name Frederick Dallicker. A
father and son planemaker, listed in AWP, who used the
same stamp while working in Douglas, PA., which is in
Montgomery County. Dates for Frederick Sr. are b. 1779,
d.1860; and for his son Frederick Jr. b. 1799, d.1870. I am
the local historian for my little town of Lebanon Borough,
NJ, and in that capacity I continue to search for new information. While researching the history of the Dutch Reform
Church in Lebanon (an early congregation which existed at
least as early as 1765) I
learned that the Rev.
Frederick Dallicker a circuit riding minister served
the church down the street
from our home from 1768
until 1782 when he relocated to Pennsylvania. He died
in 1799 and is buried in the
cemetery
at
Faulker
Swamp.
Well Dallicker is not
exactly a common name and so it seemed logical to assume
there must be some relationship to the PA planemakers,
especially since the first names were the same. Could I be
on to an undiscovered New Jersey maker? Could he have
made planes right in my town? Clearly more digging was in
order. In “Fathers of the German Reformed Church in
Europe and the Americas” by Henry Harbaugh I found the
following information:
“Name was originally De La Cour which is
French he was of Huguenot descent and was
born in Feb 2, 1738. He became a minister
around 1757 and his headstone says he served
the Church in this country around 42 years. He
left Amwell in 1770 to serve the churches of
Rockaway (Lebanon), Valley, Alexandria and
Foxenberg NJ. In 1782 he moved to
Goshenhoppen (Pa.) and served there until
1784 the year his wife passed away. He was
present at the funeral of Rev. Dr. Muhlenberg
in 1787. Dallicker died in 1799 and is buried in
the German Reformed graveyard at Faulkner
Swamp.”
And from “the History of the Vincent Reformed Church”
”The Rev. Frederick Dallicker was born on
February 2, 1738 as Frederick De la Cour (a
French name which he later changed). He

was ordained in 1757, served a New Jersey
congregation until 1770, and then served a 4
point charge in New Jersey until 1782, then
served in Goshenhoppen until the death of his
wife in 1784, when he served the Vincent
church until his death on January 15, 1799.”
I didn’t expect to find anything about planemaking since
he served four congregations simultaneously that were a
good ten miles apart, enough to keep a man busy. The
explanation
of
the
Germanic spelling and pronunciation of his name
made some sense. I am
aware that along with the
many German immigrants
that made up the bulk of the
Palatine Migration which
started in 1709, there were
Huguenot refugees as well.
The Brouchard (brewchard) family is a noteworthy example. The name became Brokaw presumably that is
the best pronunciation the New Jersey Germans could manage and phonetic spelling was quite common. So De la Cour
to Dallicker is certainly plausible, but how does a French
Huguenot end up being a minister in the Dutch Reform
Church? More importantly what about the two planemakers? In my search on the Internet I was able to find a well
researched and annotated family record the “Descendents
of Johann Rudolf Dalliker”. Johann was born in Berlin
Germany in 1694, he married Maria Von Brunn in 1731-32
in Switzerland, she was born somewhere in Switzerland.
Johann moved to Paris in 1732 to study painting under
French masters and returned to Zurich in 1750. His son
Frederick (the minister) was born in 1737 in Paris. He
attended the Latin School in Zurich in 1750 and was
ordained in 1757 in Zurich. Then back to France where he
served as Chaplain in the French Regiment “Loehmann”. In
1767 he emigrated from Hague to Boston. As you can see
he obviously spoke French since he was born and raised
there and probably like many Swiss he also spoke German.
Likewise his father wouldn’t learn much from French
painters without a command of their language.
An interesting note is part of this family history;
“Originally Swiss name was, supposedly, Talliker – candlemaker. He used “Daelliker” & ‘de la Cour’ from the
time he spent in the French military, so he was not considered German”.
Continued on page 10
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COUNTING
TO TEN
WITH
TEN DIES
By J.B.Cox
Most tool collectors who have an interest in measuring
tools know that the 10 digits, 0 – 9, are struck with only 9
digit dies because the “6” and “9“ are formed from the same
die. The “6” die may be inverted to produce a “9”, although
many toolies maintain that it is the “9” that’s inverted to
produce a “6”. Some have based this opinion on the fact
that “9” is the square of “3”, while “6” can make no claim
to be the square of an integer. Your writer has no opinion
on this weighty matter. Without embarking on the merits of
either case, in this discussion I have arbitrarily chosen “6”
as the “first” orientation and denote “9” as an inverted “6”.
In this note, I describe two framing squares and one
board stick rule in which a tenth die was used in stamping
the digits. In each case, it is clear that the tenth die is
meant as something special, because the “normal” digit is
also used in other locations on the same tool. The anomalous digit is different in each of these three cases.First, a
word regarding framing square nomenclature. If one holds
the square by the shorter leg in the right hand with the
longer leg facing to the holder’s left, the side facing the holder is the face, the opposite side is the back, the shorter leg
is the tongue, and the longer leg is the blade or body. The
tongue and body come together at the junction to form a
right angle. The tongue and body leg terminate at the end.
The face and back are graduated (having lines to mark inches and inch fractions) and figured (forming the digits).

Example A: The first example is a framing square with a
12 inch tongue and a 24 inch blade, smith-made, late 18th
or early 19th C., most likely American. The face is figured
conventionally, using 9 dies. That is, the “6” and “9” numbers are formed by the same die, the “6” die being inverted
to form the “9”. See Fig. A1 for a picture of the “9” on the
face of the tongue. The “9” (as a “9” and as the “9” in “19”)
as well as the “6” (as a “6” and as the “6” in “16”) all
appear to have been formed with the same die.
However, the back of this square is another story: Here
the maker used 10 dies, the 10th die being a “9” that faces
the wrong direction. This “back 9” is used only on the back
The Tool Shed June 2010
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of the blade to stamp the digit “9” in the numbers “9” (Fig.
A2) and “19” (Fig. A3). In contrast, the “9” on the back of
the tongue is a conventional “9” formed using the inverted
“6” die. The “6” on both the tongue back and blade back are
conventional, as is the “6” forming “16” on the blade back.
Thus, the “back 9” is used only to stamp the numbers “9” and “19” on the back of the blade, while all
other “9”s and “19”s are stamped conventionally.
Further, the “back 9” die was not inverted in any location to produce a “back 6”.
I have heard no convincing explanation regarding this
tenth die. Some have suggested this was a “touch mark” of
a die-making blacksmith who made squares. I can think of
no better explanation. In my view, it certainly cannot be
considered a mistake since this die is so unusual and was
used in such a deliberate manner.

Fig. A1

Example B: This example is also a framing square, made
by the Eagle Square Co, (1859-1874). Here, the tenth die is
a “back 7”, used only once in stamping the “Board Rule” on
the back of the blade.
A “board-foot” is defined as the volume of wood in a
board 12 inches wide, 12 inches long, and 1 inch in thickness — or any other combination of dimensions that produce 1/12 of a cubic foot. The “Board Rule” is a table showing the number of board-feet in a board, given a length and
measured width, and thickness of 1 inch. The Eagle board
rule is stamped on the back of the blade, using seven lines
for each of the lengths 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15 feet. (A
line for a 12-foot board is unnecessary because the number
of board-feet in a board 12 feet long and 1 inch thick is
equal to the board’s width.) Along each length line, integers
are stamped to show the number of board-feet for the
measured width. In use, the width is measured by holding

Fig. A2
Fig. B
the square at a representative width, and reading the number of board-feet on the line corresponding to the board’s
length, and interpolating as necessary between the
stamped values.
Figure B is a picture of the end of the back of the blade.
The numbers at the end of the square (30, 28, 26, 22, 20,
18, 16) represent the number of board feet in a board 24
inches wide (the length of the square’s blade) at lengths of
15, 14, 13, 11, 10, 9, and 8 feet. These numbers for the
board length are stamped in the middle of the blade’s
length, not visible in this photo. The conventional“7” (to
denote 7 board-feet) is stamped correctly on each of the
seven board length lines, and the conventional ”17” is
stamped correctly on each of the six lines where that number should appear. In Fig B, one of the correct “17”s is
shown on the length line for 9 feet (the line where “18”
appears at the end) and a width of about 22 ? inches.

cannot be considered a mistake. It is a separate die, and is
used in an unconventional but deliberate manner. Is (or
Was) there something unique about the 15 foot board, and
Eagle Square Co. used the “back 7” to alert the user that a
board of this measurement was a “special case”? I invite
readers to inspect their Eagle Squares and tell me if this
unusual stamp is used on their squares, and where.
Continued on page11

Fig. C1

Fig. A3
However the number “27” appears on the board rule at
only two locations. For a board 14 feet long and (about) 23
inches wide) the digit “7” in the number “27” is a conventional “7”. But for a board 15 feet long and (about) 21 1/2
inches wide, the number “27” is stamped using the “back
7”. See Fig B. This is the only location at which this
“back 7” digit appears. Further, the identical anomaly
appears on another Eagle Square framing square in the collection of noted tool collector and author Sam Pickens.
As noted in the first example, the use of this unusual die

Fig. C2
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Frederick Dallicker - Planemaker
Continued from page 7

One mystery solved, on to the next generation. The minister married Maria Barbara (last name unknown) in
Morris Co. NJ about 1772. Their second child and first son
was Frederick b. 1776 in NJ and died in 1853, Douglass
Twp. Montgomery Co. So this appears to indicate that the
Frederick Sr. listed in AWP was in fact born in NJ but he
moved to Montgomery Co. at the age of 16 in 1782 when
his father moved there. I am assuming that he was not
apprenticed at this time or he would have remained in NJ
with the tradesman to whom he was bound. This Frederick
(call him Sr.) married Catherina Royer Beiteman in March
of 1798 less than 3 months after his 21st birthday. It was
common for young men to marry right after they completed
their apprenticeship and occasionally to a relation of the
person they were apprenticed to. On that hunch I consulted
AWP and found a listing for a P. Royer who is believed to be
a Pa. maker from around 1790. Possibly P. Royer was an
uncle of Catherina’s although I have no proof of that. The

following February in 1799 their first child was born
Frederick B. Dellicker. Note that the B. is probably for
Beiteman and the last name is now spelled with an “e”
rather than an “a”. Frederick B. died in Sept. 4, 1874 in
Gilbertsville, Douglass Township. He is buried in the Union
Cemetery, Englesville, Berks Co. The research provided
stated that Frederick B. was listed as a planemaker in the
1850 census. There is no mention of an occupation for
Frederick Sr. As thorough as this document is I’m not sure
why the elder Frederick was not found in the census of
1830 when he was living in Douglass Twp. It may be that no
occupation was listed.
Well at this point it looks like we haven’t found another NJ planemaker. Yet much interesting history on the
Dallicker planemakers was gained. So now I am handing this off to CRAFTS members from PA who can do the
local research to solve what remains of this family’s
planemaking history. 

WHAT’S A GUNSTOCKER’S PLANE?
Continued from page 1

those rifle barrels which were
The "bedding" of a rifle barrel in its
tapered, large amounts of wood must
stock can vary from no contact
be removed to taper the stock
beyond the breech (as in some miligroove. A plane is faster than a
tary guns) to full length close contact.
scraper for removing wood.
An old method of obtaining the latter
Herb Kean demonstrates the obviwas to file the breech end of the gun
ous method for accomplishing this in
barrel to a sharp edge, and to use it as
Fig.3. Taking a block of wood sized as
a scraper by pushing it along the guna section of a gunstock, he grooves it
stock groove. More recently, gunfirst with a full round plane (semi-cirsmith's scrapers are used to improve
cle). Then using his gunstocker’s
the fit. A purist might coat the gun
plane as you would a corebox plane,
barrel with blacking and use these
he removes wood to gradually
scrapers to remove any black marks
Figure 3– Gunstocker’s plane cutting a
increase
the radius of the bed to
left on the gunstock groove after mattapered barrel stock.
match the barrel taper. The bottom
ing, repeating until the stock groove is
photo shows the plane in a lay-down position to get the top
all black. Today, "glassing" by using a glass fibre composite
edges of the semi-circle.
between rifle and stock is an easier alternative.
This is the best suggestion I have for the intended purA reasonable suggestion for the use of the gunstocker's
pose of this plane. I would be delighted to receive any other
plane would be to follow a full round plane, to correct the
idea for its use or additions to the history of the tool. 
initial groove profile and improve the bedding. Obviously,
this plane needs to cut a radius smaller than that of the rifle
stock groove. The extended circular cutting edge is more
References:
convenient for reaching the high areas to be removed. With
1. "The Kentucky Rifle", Capt. J.G.W. Dillon 1924
cylindrical barrels, correcting the bedding of the gunstock
2. "Dictionary of Tools", R.A. Salaman, 1975
requires removal of only a small amount of wood, so that a
3. "The Wooden Plane", J.M. Whelan, 1993
gunstocker's shave would serve better - in fact, these are
4. Chronicle IX 2 (1956) p.27
offered in great variety by current gunshop suppliers. For
5. David Perch, Plane Talk X3-12, B/ARS, 1986
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Description of Common Tools
DRILL PRESS: A tall upright machine useful for suddenly
snatching flat metal bar stock out of your hands so that it
smacks you in the chest and flings your beer across the
room, denting the freshly-painted project which you had
carefully set in the corner where nothing could get to it.
WIRE WHEEL: Cleans paint off bolts and then throws them
somewhere under the workbench with the speed of light.
Also removes fingerprints and hard-earned calluses from
fingers in about the time it takes you to say, ‘Oh sh—’
PLIERS: Used to round off bolt heads. Sometimes used in
the creation of blood-blisters.
BELT SANDER: An electric sanding tool commonly used to
convert minor touch-up jobs into major refinishing jobs.
HACKSAW: One of a family of cutting tools built on the
Ouija board principle. It transforms human energy into
a crooked, unpredictable motion, and the more you
attempt to influence its course, the more dismal your
future becomes.
VISE-GRIPS: Generally used after pliers to completely
round off bolt heads. If nothing else is available, they can
also be used to transfer intense welding heat to the palm of
your hand.
OXYACETYLENE TORCH: Used almost entirely for lighting
various flammable objects in your shop on fire. Also handy
for igniting the grease inside the wheel hub out of which you
want to remove a bearing race.
TABLE SAW: A large stationary power tool commonly used
to launch wood projectiles for testing wall integrity.

Counting To Ten With Ten Dies
Continued from page 9

Example C: This example is from an unsigned, ca. mid-19th
C board stick rule, probably American. The stick is made of
hardwood (probably maple), 24 inches long, 1 9/16 by
11/16 inches in cross section. The board rule is stamped for
use on boards from 8 to 25 feet long and from 1 inch to 24
inches wide. A conventional “5” is used on the side that cov-

BAND SAW: A large stationary power saw primarily used
by most shops to cut good aluminum sheet into smaller
pieces that more easily fit into the trash can after you cut
on the inside of the line instead of the outside edge.
PHILLIPS SCREWDRIVER: Normally used to stab the vacuum seals under lids or for opening old-style paper-and-tin
oil cans and splashing oil on your shirt; but can also be
used, as the name implies, to strip out Phillips screw heads.
STRAIGHT SCREWDRIVER: A tool for opening paint cans.
Sometimes used to convert common slotted screws into
non-removable screws and butchering your palms.
PRY BAR: A tool used to crumple the metal surrounding
that clip or bracket you needed to remove in order to
replace a 50 cent part.
HAMMER: Originally employed as a weapon of war, the
hammer nowadays is used as a kind of divining rod to
locate the most expensive parts adjacent the object we
are trying to hit.
UTILITY KNIFE: Used to open and slice through the contents of cardboard cartons delivered to your front door;
works particularly well on contents such as seats, vinyl
records, liquids in plastic bottles, collector magazines,
refund checks, and rubber or plastic parts. Especially useful for slicing work clothes, but only while in use.
Son-of-a-b*tch-TOOL: Any handy tool that you grab and
throw across the garage while yelling ‘Son of a b*tch’ at the
top of your lungs. It is also, most often, the next tool that
you will need.

ers lengths of 18 through 24 feet. See Fig. C1. However, on
the three other sides (for lengths of 8 through 14 feet,
for lengths of 15 through 17 feet, and for length of 25
feet) a “back 5” is used consistently. See Fig C2.
Although many digits are worn from use and wear, the stilllegible shallow imprints show this consistency.
Again, is this a “signature” of an as-yet unidentified rule
maker? Any other explanations? Any other such examples
in your collections? Other comments, anyone?? 
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CRAFTS of New Jersey
15 N.River styx Road
Hopatcong, NJ 07843

Upcoming Tool Events
June 2-5 - EAIA annual meeting: Mystic Hilton Hotel, Mystic, CT.
Visit Mystic Seaport, D’Elia Antique tool museum, & 300 lot
antique tool auction by Brown Auctions. For more info contact
Judy McMillen at judyTB@aol.com or Toby Hall at
eaia@comcast.net.
June 6 - CRAFTS of New Jersey monthly meeting, host Masonic
Lodge, Highbridge, New Jersey. Bob Garay,
takeadip@optonline.net
June 10-12 - MWTCA 2010 National Spring Meets, Camp Hill,
Pennsylvania. Bob Fields, 704-393-1282
July 19 -23 - EAIA-Eastfield Summer Workshops, Eastfield Village,
East Nassau, New York. Elton Hall, EAIA@comcast.net
July 29-31 - Donnelly Open House & Antique Tool Auction:
Quadruple Joint Invitational Meeting of the Mid-West Tool
Collectors Association, EAIA, the Western New York Tool
Collectors and the Tool Group of Canada at Donnelly Antique
Tools in Avoca, New York. (800) 869-0695, mjd@mjdtools.com.
August 22 - M-WTCA Daybreak tool meet and sale at Shupp’s
Grove, Adamstown, PA, Don Stark (717) 367-5207 or
Starkcd@aol.com.
Sept 12 - CRAFTS annual picnic, Camp Brady. Tailgating and picnic lunch. Judged tool displays with prizes. Bob Garay,
takeadip@optonline.net

Want Ads
NEED HELP disposing of your tools or home items? Entire or
partial house clean-outs available. Call Steve Zluky, (908)5342710.
JIMBODETOOLS.COM
The Largest Antique Tool Website on Earth Buying and Selling
Fine Antique Tools Ph: 518-537-8665 email: jim@jimbodetools.com
JUST A NOTE to advise anyone interested that I have just added
a number of articles and other information to the web site
Yesteryears tools.com Thanks, Tom Lamond Tom@yesteryearstools.com
TOOLS FOR SALE – Foley saw sharpening machine,
leather workers stitching horse, small machinist lathe, treadle wet sharpening stone, Rockwell Delta scroll saw. Email
takeadip@optonline.net
   

Next Meeting • June 6, 2010 –1PM • HOST Masonic Lodge • Highbridge, NJ
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